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Honour Your Spirit 

Live the 5 R’s ~ relax,  refresh,  replenish,  reflect,  renew. 

Listen to the Stars 
‘Surely you must know that the stars are great hunters? Can’t you hear them? Do listen to what they are crying! Come on! 
Morem! You are not so deaf that you cannot hear them....They are very busy hunting tonight and all I hear are their 
hunting cries: “Tssik!” and “Tsa!”’   Heart of the Hunter – Laurence van der Post p.43 
 

~~~~~~  Please feel free to use and acknowledge  ~~~~~ 

1)  Immune System Boost ~ Day Dream Meditation  

~ appreciation, thankfulness, gratitude ~ 

Use these for 10 - 20 minutes whenever appropriate in your day. Even 5 minutes at a time.  

1) Start by standing feet together and relaxed. Find something in the distance to stare at ~  a tree, body 

of water, light reflection, whatever your eye is at peace with.  

2) Relax into your stare, stay awake in this Day Dream Meditation zone, awake in your stare.  

3) With feet together stretch up tall, taut, arms up stretched above the head with palms together – inhale 

deeply through the nostrils – purification breath of oxygen. Hold full lungs and press the oxygen in the 

lungs into the alveoli, little grapes that perform the magic of diffusion and osmosis. Fill your blood with 

pure oxygen. Work your muscles, all your cells – to receive the purity of the moment.  

4) Relax the muscles, bring arms down either by your side or into the seed position, palms together in 

front of your heart, or open your palms like petals. Exhale through the mouth with pursed lips ‘blowing 

out the candle’ - cleansing breath of nitrogen and carbon dioxide, or the nostrils with a sound of 

satisfaction –  empty the lungs completely, then hold the emptiness for a count of 4, ready to repeat 

the process – stretch through the whole process again ~ inhale the fresh oxygen and then cleanse out 

the carbon dioxide.  

5) Stay in the zone, the day dream meditation zone ~  an awake stare with your peaceful space ~   a tree, 

body of water, light reflection, whatever your eye is happy with.  

6) Stay relaxed into your stare – your Day Dream, your zone, your Meditation.  

7) After 3 or 4 stretch sequences, (you can make up your own if you wish) along with in and out breaths, 

your body will feel more relaxed than before. 

8) Keep your attention on your breath. In and out. Stare. Be awake. Notice the peace in your chest and 

your solar plexus. Relax into the Day Dream Meditation.  

9) Be open. Let the energy flow. Feel the release of goodness in your heart. Feel compassion for every cell in 

your body. Let deep acceptance flow through every cell.  

10) Talk to the cells of your body. Be their friend. Thank each healthy cell. Be thankful for the job they do to 

keep you doing all the things in your life. Offer them the purity of fresh oxygen and good food. Appreciate 

the job your cells do. Feel appreciation toward your body. 
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11) Have gratitude toward your immune system. Thank it for doing a miraculous job in healing skin, bones 

and tissue. Be the impartial observer, let go and relax.  

12) Invite your immune system to heal parts of your body, organs, bones, skin that you know are needing 

healing.  

13) Direct your attention to the part of the body that needs healing. Imagine it and put your hand with 

closed fingers, palm down, over the area that needs healing.  

14) Talk to your self: ‘I will relax and get out of the way. I will as best as I can, be the impartial spectator. 

Immune system, great mystery as you are, go in droves. Descend on the invaders. {nasal in breath of 

pure oxygen  ~ inhale to hold} Heal the damaged ~ {lips out breath exhale ~ blow out the candle ~ 

cleansing carbon dioxide ~ hold} Get rid of the killers. {in your own time, between the thoughts and 

visual images, use the purification oxygen in-breath ~ hold ~ the cleansing carbon dioxide candle 

exhale ~ HOLD - with stretching and releasing. Alternate with tight stretches and complete release like 

a puppy dog. Follow what feels intuitively right for you} Do your job. Heal my …….. I will give you 

everything you need – rest, attention, reminders, the best food I can, breath, warmth, relaxation and 

peacefulness. Then you will give full focus on healing me ….    

15) Breathe into the impartial observer, stand back for your immune system to do what it is meant to do. 

Direct attention to the parts of your body so your immune system is most efficient in healing.  

16) Observe – remember thankfulness. Remember appreciation. Remember gratitude. Allow contentment.  

17) Let go – relax – be with the process. 

 

2)   The Shield of Detached Compassion Meditation Visualisation 

 (The first four steps are basic breathing and relaxation. Step 5 starts the Shield process:) 

1)    sit relaxed on a chair, hands rest gently on knees, or stand relaxed, arms by ones side. 

2)    breathe in (yoga type breath) deeply in through the nose, noticing the sensation of the air as it passes 

through, and cools the brain.  

3)    hold for a moment, blow slowly out through the pursed lips of blowing a candle out. Empty the lungs - 

relax.  

4)    the second time, breath in, hold then tighten the muscles, wiggle them - hold - Empty lungs relax and 

breath naturally. (this process of going through the muscles from toes to head is a great relaxation 

meditation too - with some visualisation along the way) 

5)    Breathe in - straighten arms (from resting gently on knees), clench fists, bend elbows so fists face the 

sky. Bring awareness to the area in the stomach / heart where the fear, anxiety, sadness, loss, grief is 

sitting. IT WILL FEEL LIKE A THREAD OF ENERGY POURING OUT OF YOU. Keep awareness on the 

thread, it might be a branch, or a thick beam. It emanates from a centre, a chakra, in the pit of the 

stomach. Keep arms tight, clenched, up, strong. Breathe out 

6)    With awareness on the thread, breathe in - hold, now cross the strong arms and press the cross 

against the heart tightly, strong and clenched. The crossing over is as if a scissors has cut through the 
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negative thread of - the thread is Detached by the arm / scissors. The arms now become the Strong but 

Gentle Shield of Detached Compassion, pressing against the heart. Breathe! 

7)    The Thread, like a long dragon's tail, floats off into the ether. What is left is inside, it is the centre, the 

chakra where the fear, anxiety, sadness, loss, grief sits. Breathe - Visualise the most beautiful and 

potent flower. Contained in this flower is a Nectar, sweet, aromatic and ethereal. With the arms still 

in place, tight, strong and gentle, The Shield of Detached Compassion pressing against the SPOT, 

visualise flower of replenishment - and slowly, carefully, tilt it so that a tiny drop of nectar lands on the 

wound. Each drop of nectar has the powerful potion of acceptance, letting go, trust, liking of self, 

okayness with self, and the aroma that rises from the alchemy of the nectar of compassion, as it 

blends, dissolves and transforms the pain and the suffering in the heart, is the aroma of deep 

compassion for self. Breathe into that letting go. Submit to it. Visualise your flower - again  slowly, 

carefully, tilt it so that a tiny drop of nectar lands on the wound. Breathe. Feel the heart slowly 

transforming. It creates an atmosphere in the being of embracing love, tranforming stuckness, letting it 

go and replacing it with compassion for self.  

8)    Has the thread returned now. If it has, go through the Detachment meditation again (6) then go into 

(7) the Nectar of Compassion, balms the wound, depersonlised it, slowly, we are able be depersonlise 

the most personal of relationships, with this kind of a practise. It in no way diminished the deep value, 

respect and even reverence one might feel for a person, but it places us firmly within the boundary of 

our body, owning the emotion that exists within us.  

9)    This is a healing meditation for the broken heart, to be repeated again and again, for the day to day 

growth, is also the day to day finishedness. There is less time available, but greater wisdom to apply.  It 

is open to interpretation and personal usage, depending on what works for the individual. 

  

After a good balancing and healing of the heart, where the process has well and truly begun, the shift from 

attention is to  

  

3)   Who am I – Consciousness at the Centre of 

Circumstance 

The Eye of the Storm Meditation 

1) Breathe – Do the body awareness check with the breath.  

2) Feel relaxed, so relaxed that you feel light. Light as a 

feather. So light that you feel as if you are floating. Floating 

and rising. Your spiritual body is rising. Can you see 

yourself flying above the earth, wind flowing and singing in 

your ears. Suddenly now, you realise, you are disconnected 

from the life you lead, watching from above. Breathe.  

3) Feel the support of the air, in your wings, like an eagle who 

knows every breath and wisp of air and how to ride it. Feel 
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free in the high air. Look down as you fly. Below, there is a giant white spiral of clouds, spread across 

the ocean. Notice the black spot in its centre, the Eye of the Storm. The most powerful and chaotic of 

Nature's mysteries, has peace, silence, stillness in it's centre - where not even birds sing.  

4) Visualise this Eye of Stillness and Peace calling the cells of the body and allow the body to fly towards 

that hole, that window, the spot, of the Eye of the Storm.  

5) Breathe - As the Eye gets closer, notice the spiral clouds manifesting the shape of the events of your 

life. Realise that these are already in motion and just like those imprints of the past events dissolved as 

the spiral spun, the current events too must dissolve, for others to evolve.  

6) Breathe. Trust. This is an important moment. It is the moment of Deep Acceptance of 

impermanence and the fluidity of identity. Our true nature is vulnerability.  

7) Breathe. Notice the thread of familiarity - it is the thread of continuity - it is the ever changing self - 

same same, but different, same, same but different – in vulnerability is strength 

8) Breathe into this truth and see the Eye of the Storm, the weather of a person's individual life. In 

vulnerability is endurance.  

9) Breathe into the peace, the stillness, the silence, the centre of your vulnerability, the Eye of the 

Storm. The events and circumstances, the people and places that make up your life, this is your 

weather system. Choose the simple centre of peaceful awareness in the Eye of your Weather pattern. 

There is primal, vulnerable Self. 

10) Breathe: I suggest that the seat of this simple awareness, your peaceful centre is a place of power 

and healing. It is the lava in the substratum of your being. This lava is you – vulnerable and free from 

the need to build crusts. This is the lava which IS you, vulnerable, forever in change.  

11) Breathe the Eye = I is separate but connected inexorably to the weather, the set of circumstances that 

is the life of a person.  

12) Breathe and let go. Allow the spiral to turn and flow. Know what you know. Know that you will do 

what is true for you, with excellence. Allow the spiral to turn and flow. Be in the still and silent I = Eye.  

13) Breathe - let the pace be slow now. Feel the pace, as the ‘hands of nurture’, cup and cradle the heart 

that is the bed, of the virtue seeds. Be vulnerable. All your hands to be those of ‘true tenderness” 

and caress yourself from within.  

14) Breathe - let the pace be slow now, almost still as the attention becomes sensitive and aware of the 

very essence of The Presence, the very atoms of silence, vulnerable tenderness. Bring in 

Compassion and mix it in tenderly, with vulnerability.  

15) Breathe - be still, breathe, listen in the Eye = I, be still, breathe, listen with the tenderness of your 

attention. Can you hear the Sound of Silence. Listen. Listen. Be still. Breathe 

16) When your capacity for stillness and inner flow is full, slowly move your outer limbs. As you regain 

feeling and your limbs and body feel themselves, move toward stretch, tense, relax until you feel ready 

to open your eyes.  
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4)   Wisdom, Fragility, Vulnerability, Choice Action 

The Hand and the Butterfly Meditation 

1) The Hand is open and gentle and strong. It is the Giant hand of Intelligence, wisdom, effect. It 

combines with the Eye of the Storm, by having the Eye in its centre, the chakra, the reiki hand centre. 

Here is the window through which spirit energy flows into the body.  

2) the hand is the symbol of action. The awareness and wisdom, express through the hands - the hand of 

defence, of attack, the hand of gentleness and support, the hand of technology and of play, the hand's 

at work day after day. Its in our greetings and our art, its in the gardens we grow and the love we make. 

The hand is the expression of awareness it can give it can take, it can mend and it can break. The hand 

is soft and it is rough, small in the baby, large in the tough, it can play the violin, it can play the fool, it 

can tickle and it can dance, it can shoot and it can prance. Tai chi, reiki, shiatsu, reflexology, karate, 

riding, cricket, rugby, ballet, jazz. it is with the hand that i write and it is with the hand that i gesticulate. 

it is with the hand that i stroke and express love. 

3) Awareness of the Butterfly - delicacy, presence, ethereal, intuition, small actions that can result in big 

consequences, interconnectedness, beauty, serendipity, synchronicity, timing, humility, deep respect, 

reverence.  

4) From the choice implied in the hand, to the chance implied in the butterfly, we are caught in the 

weather of our life, but, whatever the weather, chaotic or peaceful, there is always the still and silent 

place at it's centre. 

5) A pin prick into the centre the busiest of busy lives and there we have it - the Eye of the Storm, The I of 

Self, still, silent. A place of peacefulness. Close your eyes, see the storm from afar, prick a tiny hole in its 

centre and Breathe into it. The Place of Deep Peace 

6) you can repeat it at your Eye = I centre as you stare at the image or as you visualise it. You can whisper 

it, 'peacefulness'. Breathe into it. Flow through it. Be at home in it. Be at peace with all parts of yourself.  

 

5)   Hands – individual meditation or one long session. 

i)  Co-dependence, Independence, Interdependence 

 

 

 

 

 

Forgiveness, Reconciliation, Friendliness, Self Compassion - “ho ‘oponopono” 

“I'm sorry 
I love you 

Please forgive me 
Thank you” 

Say one line over and over for others (those I like, those I know and even those I don’t like) 
Then finally I say it for myself.  
Then I move on to the next line and do the same.  
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Observe what comes up and stay with how you feel, even if it's overwhelming.  
Don't ask why or try and work any emotions out. Just observe what happening in your body. 
 
We can say these words to and for others but the best it's if we say them to ourselves 

 

Ref: Joe Vitale and Dr Len: ancient Hawaiian practice of reconciliation and forgiveness. Similar forgiveness 
practices were performed on islands throughout the South Pacific, includingSamoa, Tahiti and New 
Zealand. Traditionally hoʻoponopono is practiced by healing priests or kahuna lapaʻau among family 
members of a person who is physically ill. Modern versions are performed within the family by a family 
elder, or by the individual alone. 
 

ii)  Seed of Creativity –Bowl of Gratitude – Flexibility & Resilience – Waye of the Tree 

1) Hands in seed position – ready rich with life force to grow and express yourself ; or hands in begging 

bowl position – ready to receive replenishment from nature and spirit into the empty bowl ; Caitlin’s 

position – both at once 

2) Into Tree of Flexibility – from breeze to storm to stillness – the process – the energy, the resilience. 

3) Tree of Unity – Tree of Giving – Tree of Life  -  possible readings from Waye of the Tree 

 

iii)  Energy Ball Rub 

 Reiki and energy in the centre of the palm. Breath – circular 

rub – feel the elastic energy – find the distance where it is 

most resonant between the hands.  

Rubbing each time – cleanse and replenish all the chakras from 

base – in the air- root and sacrum, solar plexus, heart, nek, 

third eye, crown  

 

6)   Circle of Unity 

Shoulder to shoulder circle, place spoon hands on each other’s 

back on both sides ; in silence ; eye contact ; send virtues of respect, kindness, peacefulness, joy, love.  
May the long time sun 

shine upon you 
All love surround you 

And the pure light within you 
Guide your way on. 

 

7)   5 Elements – Energy Release – Balance & Harmony 

Ideal setting is on the earth close to a body of water in nature.  

1) Stand as Tree solid trunk, bare feet together, feel Mother Earth Gaia ~ element who is 

the giver of life to plants and animals ; hands in seed position – the seed holds Life 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Hawaii
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/reconciliation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forgiveness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oceania
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samoa
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tahiti
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Zealand
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Zealand
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kahuna
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Force – open your palms into the bowl to receive Life Force – imagine your hand bowl filling with life 

force – the seed opens to grow into the tree – stretch up tall, open your arms to the sun, as branches 

and leaves. Retain attention in your feet standing on the Earth. Imagine them receiving the unifying 

energy of Mother Earth Gaia. Imagine you are connecting in unity with all Life. Your feet receives 

energy from Earth – imagine it as it flows up your legs into your body.   

2) Bring your arms down and reach behind your back, clasping your hands together and pull your 

shoulders back as you tighten your body in your hands – inhale for 4, hold for 4, exhale for 4. Relax. 

Gently bring your arms around forward into the seed position.  

3) Enter the Day dream meditation staring zone, as you allow your eyes to settle on the body of Water in 

front of you. Water is the element of flow. Your body is more than 70% water.  It carries food and 

oxygen. In the Day Dream, imagine the liquid in your body. Feel gratitude for the liquid water as it 

flows through your arteries taking food and oxygen to every tiny cell ~ fresh, alive, healing the body, as 

the healing waters bring pure life force to each cell.  

4) Noticing the element of Air as you make a big arc with your arms as you 

reach again behind your back, clasping your hands together, pulling your 

shoulders back as you tighten your body, your buttocks, legs – trunk, arms 

and hands – inhale for 4, hold for 4, exhale for 4. Stretch your arms up into 

the tree / rocket position. Tighten your muscles – inhale, hold, exhale and 

bring arms down into the seed position ~ notice and feel the element of 

Air ~ imagine flying with the eagles, filling your lungs, blowing the clouds, cooling you down, heating 

you up, carrying aeroplanes, swaying leaves, creating cyclones and calmness. Breathe this self same air 

into your lungs with a deep purifying nasal in-breath hold, slow exhale through lips. Be the Tree of 

Flexibility – for 3 or 4 minutes sway in the breeze which gets stronger into a storm and returns to 

stillness.  

4)  Being with the Sun  ~ the element of warmth and light ~ Reach again behind your back, clasping your 

hands together, pulling your shoulders back as you tighten your body, your buttocks, legs – trunk, arms 

and hands – inhale for 4, hold for 4, exhale for 4. Stretch your arms up into the rocket /ftree position 

and tighten your muscles – inhale for 4, hold for 4, exhale for 4. Stay reaching up tall and open your 

arms and hands to the sun, stretch at the Sun like the branches and leaves of a tree – receive the fire 

and the light ; warm energising life force – imagine your hands are leaves with ‘chlorophyll’ and the 

your body directly transforms the sun’s rays into energy for you to live. Imagine all the plants on the 

farms and in the forests, on the dales and the glens, the pastures and the meadows, all receiving 

energy and capturing it into food. Father Sun feeds Mother Earth. Mother Earth Gaia, feeds the 

children of Life you and me and all living creatures.    

5) Ether the 5th element ~ the element of intelligence. Ether is clear thinking, discrimination. While you 

day dream meditate on the water, open yourself, be receptive to the mystery intelligence of Life. The 

DNA in every cell. Your brain’s intelligence control of body systems. Consciousness and conscience. 

Your cellular immune system healing. Invite your immune system to receive the healing of the 
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moment, maximising lightness of being, freshness, and cellular relaxation and the exchange of energy 

– let the ether element harmonise inner intelligence in the core of your cells, in your deepest nature, in 

the Soul current that is the essence of You, the spirit that is the melody of You.  

“We are stardust, we are golden  

and we’ve got to get ourselves back to the garden”  

Joni Mitchel – Woodstock. 

“Food is sunlight, condensed into matter”. (from @MadelaineStanding )  

Our body is Actually Star Light.  

Visualise your Star - the Sun shining through the cells of your body.  

Breath the wind through every cell, celebrate energy pure, scintillating Light Life.  

May the long time sun  

shine upon you.  

All love surround you. 

And the pure light within you 

guide your way on.  

 

6) Slowly return from the sacred space of the 5 element meditation into normal space – let go, relax, find 

your body and gently withdraw from the atmosphere of day dream mediation. Step back out of the 

sacredness and open your eyes into the stillness, the daydream meditation zone. Be in the harmony of 

the energy balancing. Ready yourself to re-enter the world.  

 

8)   Visualisations  

i) Being of Light – Spirit Guide and Support 

Virtue visualisation – from Linda Popov at the Soulful Life retreat Perth November 2003  

Imagine there's a hallway of awareness running between the two sides of your brain. You enter this 

hallway and walk towards a door at the end. Pause , look at the door . What does it look like? What's it 

made from? What colour is it? There's a virtue written on the door. Read it.  Open the door and enter the 

space beyond. What's that space like? A room?  A garden?  Bushland? Wetland? Pause and enjoy all the 

things in this space.  You see a pathway leading thru the space. Start to walk slowly down the path, 

stopping every now and then and look closely.  You see a bright light at the end of the path and you walk 

towards the light. You know it is for you, the Light welcomes. Mysteriously a friendly Being starts to 

emerge from the Light. Maybe it’s an Angel. Call your Angel of Virtue to come and make contact with you. 

Your Angel comes and greets you, by putting their hand on your shoulder. You relax! All the tension in 

your body pours out through the hands on your shoulders. Breathe in through you nose. Hold it. Now 

breathe out the tension through your mouth. Empty your lungs, everything, all the tension. Now take 

another deep breath in through your nose. Hold the air in. And again, slowly breathe out through your 

mouth. One more time – in …. And … out! Your Angel seems pleased and reaches a hand out to you. You 
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know it’s a gift for you so you open your hand to receive the gift. Close your hand around your gift. Look 

at your Angel, you know it’s time to move on. In your own way thank your Angle of Virtue.  When ready, 

turn and walk back down the path towards the door. Open the door into the hallway of awareness 

running between the two sides of your brain. Walk back down the hallway of awareness and when you 

are ready, open your eyes into the present. 

 

Edited by Nodi Ipp – April 2009  

ii) Creativity, Nature, Interconnectedness – Mindsight 
 

Cloud and Dolphin – Surprise perspectives and imagination ; swan friends ; dolphin – flow - ally, mentor, 
friend, Neptune – wise being ; petrina – beauty ; mystery of super human under water ; shark – danger ; 
nature – wonder, interconnectedness, empathy, vulnerability, compassion 
 
Mindsight is the difference between saying “I am sad” and “I feel sad. “I am sad” is a limited self-
definition. “I feel sad” suggests the ability to recognize and acknowledge a feeling, without being 
consumed by it. See what is inside, accept it, in the accepting to let it go, and finally transform it. 
 
 "Mindsight" is a term coined by Dr. Dan Siegel to describe our human capacity to perceive the mind of 
the self and others - understand our inner lives with more clarity, integrate the brain, and enhance our 
relationships with others. Mindsight lets us “name and tame” the emotions we are experiencing, rather 
than being overwhelmed by them. 

 

iii)  River of Life Journey - Surrender and Submission - Control.  

 Embankment  
 notice the clinging to our patterns of living, especially the patterns that limit your potential 
 The instinct of clinging – Control safe Habits, harmful addictions, Desire for freedom conflicts with 

desire for safety. But you are safe. This is a visualisation. You are safe to explore the journey.   
 On the bank sits the great wise teacher who has taken the journey and takes people across the 

river in his life craft. 
 But you are not going with him. He invites you into the river of your life. 
 For you to do it, on your own. He is there for support, but you have to do it. It is your journey. 
 Do you trust there will be a raft for you to steer? 
 i invite you to jump in and join me on your journey in the river of your life 
 now in this visualisation – are you ready to accept your river and your journey. Are you ready to 

jump into the life you are living? 
 To do this you will have Acceptance and trust. Look down, there is a perfect pool, safe and warm, 

beautiful and inviting. It’s you, more you than the thoughts and reflections you imagine yourself to 
be. 

 Now – jump!!  
 [Crash splash sounds] You’re in and under. Surface, swim to the bank and hold on.  
 you are relieved you are fine and enjoy the beautiful moment as the water soothes your body and 

flows over it in a magical caress. The fluid of your life.  
 And there on the side of the river is a raft – you recognise it as the support of your life, the life raft 

and you climb on.  

http://drdansiegel.com/about/biography/
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 You see a gift waiting for you – it is eternally yours and is your protector and your inspiration 
 You will never lose it for it is the essence of who you are.  
 You store your gift in a safe place.  
 Now you know can never get lost.  
 Relieved –you see the steering and immediately know what to do  
 Now comes the next big thing, you need to find a way to let go from your mooring. Letting go 

means allowing the natural flow to take place without the desire to dominate it. You are about to 
take the dance of creative steering and receptive attunement to the current – your river of life. 
Acceptance, detach your rope, stop clinging, trust – yes trust .....  

 Untie the knot now and let go 
 There you are, ready to steer on the river journey of your life 
 You feel ready with all the experience of you life 
 You know you will bump and get dumped, but you are ready for it.  
 You float off, steering into the current 
 The current is the life force you feel now in your being 
 Steer in it, it is you nature, your heritage. It is you.  
 Submit now 
 To the process 
 Surrender now 
 To the flow 
 Be ready for the journey of your lifetime.  
 Enter it with awareness and wise choice to steer your life raft  
 Feel now how it feels as the momentum starts to speed up 
 you are exploring the great journey of surrender to the will of the Universal Spirit – give it a name 

now.  
 surrender your limitations, as Buddha says, our passions become less obvious, less lust, less anger, 

less attachment, greed and ego.  
 Detached compassion for self, others and the world. 
 submission to the will of the Great and True Spirit.  
 Enjoy the bliss of the freedom and the sense of achievement as you flow on your river. 
 You are now a sovereign individual, autonomous and authentically you  
 Let the image fade slowly  
 As you withdraw from the visualisation 
 Back to your bodily senses 
 
 “If we do not take a humble and meek attitude before doing a good deed, do not retain it while 
doing it, and do not consider it a gift by the grace of the Lord and the Master after it is done, it is 
snatched from our hands by pride amidst our rejoicings. “The way to God is firstly humility, secondly 
humility and thirdly humility. … unless humility precedes, accompanies and follows every good action 
which we perform, pride wrests wholly from our hands any good work on which we are 
congratulating ourselves.”                            (p166 Phil of the Masters Vol 3) 

iv) Peacefulness – subconscious reordering the puzzle pieces 
 Forest Pool Sun streaming light, Calm of water, Drifting and settling not needing to breathe – 
stillness, butterflies and dragonflies 

v) Life Purpose, Idealism, Action Plan, 

Path up Mountain  Run off – Fly ;  Challenge of life’s journey ; the mystery of potential 
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9)   Mindfulness 
        i) Focus Attention 

 

       ii) Empathy and Compassion for others 

    

     iii) Self Compassion 

 

i) A Mindful Meditation of the Senses 

Mindfulness meditation trains the mind to focus on what is happening at the present. This can be taken from 

a meditation session to daily tasks and recreation. 

 By Lynne Nofziger on Feb 23, 2010   web:  A Mindful Meditation of the Senses | Suite101  
http://suite101.com/article/a-mindful-meditation-of-the-senses-a205378#ixzz2Jinbrffv 

 

Being mindful is about being present in the moment. This involves complete focus on the task at hand, 

whether it is driving to work, cooking supper or conversing with a friend. While practicing mindfulness it is 

encouraged to listen to the idle chatter in one's mind and let it go as a passing thought while concentrating 

solely on the task at hand. 

The following script is a good exercise to start with when training your mind to focus on what is happening at 

the time. Becoming mindful with the senses not only is an easy way to start, but can bring the senses to life! 

These may be practiced one at a time or in succession. 

ii) Mindful Seeing 

Choose a candle. Pick any color, size or shape that is appealing at the time. Set comfortably in a chair or on 

the floor with the candle placed in front of you. Light the candle, take a deep breath and release. Let go of 

any thoughts passing through your mind. Continue to breathe smoothly. Focus solely on the candle. Watch 

the flames dancing and flickering in front of you. Concentrate only on the candle. Watch as the wax begins to 

melt. Look at the color of the candle. Notice the size and shape. Continue to watch the flames and the 

melting wax until your mind does not wander and you feel fully relaxed. 

iii) Mindful Touching 

Select a fabric. Any fabric that you are drawn to at this moment. It can be soft, fuzzy or rough. Set down with 

the fabric and get comfortable. Hold the fabric in your hands. Take a deep breath and release. Continue to 

breath as normal. Notice it's texture and color. Touch the front and back of the fabric with your hands. Note 

whether it is soft or course. Rub the fabric on your cheek. Does it feel different then when touched with your 

hands? Lay the fabric on your arm and move it up and down. Concentrate on the movement of the fabric. 

Lay the fabric on your lap and place your hands on it. Keep here until you are fully focused and calm. 

http://suite101.com/lynne-nofziger
http://suite101.com/lynne-nofziger
http://suite101.com/lynne-nofziger
http://suite101.com/article/a-mindful-meditation-of-the-senses-a205378#ixzz2Jinbrffv
http://suite101.com/article/a-mindful-meditation-of-the-senses-a205378#ixzz2Jinbrffv
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iv) Mindful Hearing 

Sit or lay down comfortably. Attune to the sounds around you. Take a deep breath and exhale. Continue to 

breath deeply and evenly. What do you hear, the traffic, the refrigerator humming, birds outside? Whatever 

sounds are happening, listen closely to them. Concentrate on them. Let any other thoughts passing in your 

mind go. Listen intently. Pay attention to the sounds. Note the volume and frequency of the sound. Become 

aware of the rhythm and pace of the sounds. Let the sounds relax your mind and body. Continue to let the 

sounds fill your mind and thoughts. Stay with this meditation until a feeling of peace has surrounded you. 

vi) Mindful Smelling 

Select something with a pleasing scent. Perhaps your favorite essential oil, body spray or spice. Sit 

comfortably in a chair or on the floor. Take a deep breath and release it slowly. Hold this item on your lap in 

your hands. Begin to take in the scent. Is the scent soft, floral or strong? Pay attention to your breathing as 

you inhale the scent. Bring the item closer to your nose and smell the scent again. Does this make the scent 

stronger or more appealing to you? Place the item back on your lap. Focus on the sensations the scent is 

bringing to your body. Continue with this exercise until you are calm and relaxed. 

vii) Mindful Tasting 

Choose a favorite food. An orange, a cookie or a piece of cheese. Cut or break it into bite size pieces. Sit in a 

comfortable position either in a chair or on the floor. Take and deep breath, relax and focus. Hold the food in 

your hand. Imagine the taste of the food. Now, bring a piece of the food up to your nose. Smell the bite-size 

piece. Does it smell as you imagine it will taste? Now, take a piece of the food and place it in your mouth. 

Chew slowly and thoughtfully. Pay attention to the taste and the sensations in your mouth. Does it taste as 

good as it smelled? Continue this process until the pieces of food are gone. Sit quietly and focus on the taste 

sensation left in your mouth until you feel balanced. 

With a little time and attention, mindfulness is able to be acquired and taken into all aspects of your daily 

life. The benefits of being mindful include increased focus and attention on the task at hand, an increased 

ability to problem solve and a reduction in stress levels. Being mindful can also quiet the mind. This 

encourages a sense of peace by balancing mind and body, making these connections stronger. With a little 

practice, mindfulness can deeply enhance the spirituality of life. 

Copyright Lynne Nofziger 
 

viii) Posture Name in English: Four Part Breath/Square Breathing 

Posture Description: 

 Sit with a straight spine in Easy Pose or in a chair. 

 Exhale fully, and then inhale for a count of 4 

 Suspend the breath for a count of 4 

 Exhale for a count of 4 

 Suspend the breath for a count of 4 

 This is one complete cycle of Four Part Breath 

 

http://suite101.com/lynne-nofziger
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Benefits:  

Physically, suspension of the breath affects both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems, and 

allows the lungs to extract more oxygen from the air. It also strengthens the lungs breathing muscles. 

Suspension of the breath is also taught to control passion, pride and anger. It directs attention away from the 

external world and focuses it on inner silence and stillness. 

 

Teacher's Notes & More Information:  

With time the count can be increased. If practicing Square Breathing, the count should be the same for all 

four parts of the breath. 

Suspension of the breath should be done calmly and gently, using the breathing muscles and ribs to create 

space for the diaphragm and abdomen to relax. 

Breath retention should be done with full respect for the current limitations of the body, and worked up to 

slowly. If you become dizzy or disoriented, or if the mind or body becomes tense, you are pushing past your 

body's current capacity and should stop and rest. Practice consistently and with patience to build up the ability 

to retain the breath more comfortably or for longer periods. 

 

Yoga style:  

Hatha Yoga,Kundalini Yoga 

 
 

 

10)   Forgiveness 
“I'm sorry – like, those I know, dislike, myself 

I love you 

Please forgive me 

Thank you” 

Observe what comes up and stay with how you feel, even if it's overwhelming. 

Don't ask why or try and work any emotions out. 

Just observe what happening in your body. 

 

I say one line over and over for others (those I like, those I know and even those I don’t like) 

Then finally I say it for myself. 

Then I move on to the next line and do the same. 

 

We can say these words to and for others but the best it's if we say them to ourselves 

That way we also help others the most. 
 
Ref: Joe Vitale and Dr Len: technique called “ho ‘oponopono” which means 

11 )   Chakra Information 

 
 
 
 

 

CHAKRAS AND THE ENDOCRINE SYSTEM 

With the realization of one’s own potential  

       and self confidence in one’s ability, one can build a better world.  

                                                                                  

                                                                               Dalai Lama                 
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http://www.healingfromtheheart.co.uk/69701.html 

 

Chakra is a Sanskrit word and it means "Wheel" or "Vortex" because that is what it looks like 

when we look at it. Each Chakra is like a solid ball of energy interpenetrating the physical body, 

in the same way that a magnetic field can interpenetrate the physical body. 

 

The Chakras are not physical, they are the aspects of consciousness in the same way that the 

Auras are aspects of consciousness. The Chakras are more dense than the Auras but not as 

dense as the physical body. 

 

Chakras interact with the physical body through two major vehicles, the endocrine system and 

the nervous system. Each of the seven main Chakras discussed here are associated with one of 

the seven endocrine glands and also with a particular group of nerves called a Plexus. 

 

Thus, each of these Chakra's can be associated with particular parts of the body and particular 

functions within the body controlled by that Plexus or that endocrine gland associated with that 

Chakra. 

 

Each of the Chakra's or Energy Centres has Governance over particular areas of your body.  

 

One of the strongest associations to affect your health and well-being is that formed with your 

Endocrine system. 

 

The endocrine system is part of the body's main control mechanism.  

 

It comprises of a number of ductless glands that produce the hormones, acting as chemical 

messengers, that are secreted into the bloodstream from particular organs to stimulate or 

inhibit physical processes. By adjusting the hormone levels, the endocrine system works to 

maintain the body in a state of optimum health.  

 

The Chakra's are linked with the glands responsible for creating the hormones. 

Unsurprisingly, the positions of the Chakra's, correspond to the positions of the glands in the 

endocrine system and have an effect on their functioning.  

 

The link between the Chakra's and the glands emphasises the holistic nature of health and 

demonstrates that you need to maintain a balance in your emotional and mental activities as 

well as your physical diet and exercise, as they are all deeply interrelated. 

 

The Chakras located on the lower part of our body are our instinctual side, the highest ones our 

mental side. The Chakras can have various levels of activity. When they are open they are 

considered operative in a normal fashion. 

 

Ideally, all Chakras would contribute to our being. Our instincts would work together with our 

feelings and thinking. However, this usually is not the case. Some Chakras are not open enough 

(being under-active) and to compensate, other chakras are over-active. The ideal state is where 

the Chakras are balanced. 

 

It makes no sense to try to make over-active Chakras less active, as they are compensating for 

other Chakras which are under-active. To restore the compensation they would be over-active 

again in no time.  

 

To stop them from compensating, the Chakras they are compensating for must be opened. Then 

all Chakras will be in balance. 

 

Chakra System Imbalances 

 

http://www.healingfromtheheart.co.uk/69701.html
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A variety of health problems may be caused by Chakra Imbalances affecting the associated 

Endocrine Gland and resulting in illness. 

 

By receiving Energy Healing you can help keep yourself more healthy by taking the Holistic 

approach. Here are a few brief examples of each energy centre and its associated symptoms 

and issues. 

 

BASE/ROOT CHAKRA, (Base of the spine, energy colour Red)  

POSSIBLE PHYSICAL AREAS AFFECTED BY AN OUT 

OF BALANCE CHAKRA:               Anorexia, Obesity, Osteoarthritis, Auto-Immune Disease, 

Arthritis, Cancer, AIDS, Fatigue, Kidney, Spinal Column, Issues are: security and survival. 

 

The Root Chakra is associated with the reproductive glands. It is the centre of physical energy, 

grounding and self-preservation. The Root Chakra governs the back, feet, hips, spine and legs. 

 

The Root Chakra is about being physically there and feeling at home in situations. If it is open, 

you feel grounded, stable and secure. You don't unnecessarily distrust people. You feel present 

in the here and now and connected to your physical body. You feel you have sufficient territory. 

 

If you tend to be fearful or nervous, your Root Chakra is probably under-active. You would 

easily feel unwelcome. If this Chakra is over-active, you may be very materialistic and greedy. 

You are probably obsessed with being secure and resist change. 

 

SACRAL CHAKRA, (3" Below the navel, energy colour orange) 

POSSIBLE PHYSICAL AREAS AFFECTED BY AN OUT OF BALANCE CHAKRA: 

Bladder problems, Frigidity, Gall and Kidney Stones, Reproductive Organs, Vaginal Cancer, 

Prostate Cancer, Pelvic Disease, issues are - physical and material desires. 

 

The Sacral Chakra governs the sexual organs, bladder, bowel and lower intestine. 

This Chakra is about feeling and sexuality. When it is open, your feelings flow freely and are 

expressed without you being over emotional.  

 

You are open to intimacy and you can be passionate and lively. You have no problems dealing 

with your sexuality. 

 

If you tend to be stiff and unemotional or have a poker face, the Sacral Chakra is under-active. 

You are not very open to people. 

 

If this Chakra is over active, you tend to be emotional all the time. You will feel emotionally 

attached to people and can be very sexual.  

 

STOMACH/NAVEL/SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA, (above the navel, colour  yellow) 

POSSIBLE PHYSICAL AREAS AFFECTED BY AN OUT OF BALANCE CHAKRA: 

Diabetes, Digestive / Adrenal organ illness, Hypoglycaemia, issues are - power and control.  

 

The Navel Chakra governs the stomach, upper intestines, upper back and upper spine. 

 

This Chakra is about asserting yourself in a group. When it is open, you feel in control and you 

have sufficient self esteem. When this Chakra is under-active you tend to be passive and 

indecisive.  

 

You are probably timid and don't get what you want. If this Chakra is over active you are 

domineering and probably even aggressive. 

 

HEART CHAKRA, (Heart region, energy colour green) 

POSSIBLE PHYSICAL AREAS AFFECTED BY AN OUT OF BALANCE CHAKRA: 

Cancer, High Blood Pressure, Heart Problems, Thymus, Blood, Circulatory System, Involuntary 
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Muscles. Issues are - Love.  

 

The Heart Chakra is associated with the circulatory System and thymus Gland. It is the centre of 

Compassion, Love, Group Consciousness and Spirituality.  

 

The Heart Chakra governs the heart, lungs, blood and circulation.  

As the Heart Chakra is about Love, kindness and affection, when it is open, you are 

compassionate and friendly, you work at harmonious relationships. 

 

When your Heart Chakra is under-active, you are cold and distant. If this Chakra is over-active, 

you are suffocating people with your Love and your Love probably has quite selfish reasons. 

 

THROAT CHAKRA, (Adam's apple area, Blue / Light blue energy colour) 

POSSIBLE PHYSICAL AREAS AFFECTED BY AN OUT OF BALANCE CHAKRA: 

Asthma, Neck Problems, Lungs, Hypoactive Thyroid, Throat, Jaw, Alimentary Canal, Vocal 

Cords. Issues are - communication.  

 

The Throat Chakra is associated with the Respiratory System/Thyroid Gland. It is the centre for 

sound, communication, speech, writing and thought expression.  

 

The Throat Chakra governs the throat, thyroid, mouth, teeth, tongue and jaw. 

This Chakra is about self expression and talking. When it is open, you have no problems 

expressing yourself and you might be doing so in a creative way. 

 

When this Chakra is under-active, you tend to not speak as much and you probably are 

introverted and shy. Not speaking the truth may block this Chakra. 

 

If this Chakra is over-active, you tend to speak to much, usually to domineer and keep people 

at a distance. You are a bad listener if this is the case. 

 

BROW OR THIRD EYE CHAKRA, (Between both eyes, Dark blue/Indigo colour) 

POSSIBLE PHYSICAL AREAS AFFECTED BY AN OUT OF BALANCE CHAKRA: 

Glaucoma, Headaches, Neurological problems, Cerebellum, Nose, Pituitary, Central Nervous 

System, Left Eye. Issues are - clairvoyance.  

 

The Third Eye Chakra is associated with the Autonomic Nervous System/Pituitary Gland. It is the 

centre of psychic power, spirit energies, higher intuition and light.  

 

The Third Eye Chakra governs the pituitary gland, pineal gland, skull, eyes, brain, nervous 

system and the senses.   

 

This Chakra is about insight and visualisation. When it is open, you have a good intuition. You 

may tend to fantasise. 

 

If it is under-active you are not very good at thinking for yourself and you may tend to rely on 

authoritive people. You may be rigid in your thinking, relying on beliefs too much. You might 

even get confused easily. 

 

If this Chakra is over-active, you may live in a world of fantasy too much. In excessive cases 

hallucinations are possible. 

 

CROWN CHAKRA, (Top of head, Purple / violet energy colour) 

POSSIBLE PHYSICAL AREAS AFFECTED BY AN OUT OF BALANCE CHAKRA: 

Exhaustion, Epilepsy, Cerebrum, Pineal Gland, Right Eye. Issues are - Spiritual Wisdom.  

 

The Crown Chakra is associated with the central nervous system/Pineal gland. It is the centre of 

enlightenment, dynamic thought, truth and oneness.  
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The Crown Chakra governs the top of the spinal cord, brain stem, pain centre and nerves. 

 

This Chakra is about wisdom and being one with the world. When this Chakra is open, you are 

unprejudiced and quite aware of the world and yourself. 

If it is under-active, you are not very aware spiritually.  

 

You are probably quite rigid in your thinking. If this Chakra is over-active, you are probably 

intellectualising things too much. You may be addicted to spirituality and probably ignoring your 

bodily needs. 

 

YOUR ENDOCRINE GLANDS  

 

Gland                                        Secretion                                      Governing 

Adrenal's                             Epinephrine                              Actions 

Ovaries/Testicles                 Oestrogen/Testosterone             Development 

Thyroid                              Thyroxine                                 Metabolism 

Pancreas                            Insulin                                     Digestion 

Thymus                              Lymphocytes                            Immunity 

Pituitary                             Somatotrophin                          Growth 

Pineal                                 Melatonin                                Body rhythm   

 

BASE/ROOT CHAKRA 

At the top of the kidneys are the adrenal's that produce several hormones including adrenalin, 

which stimulates the "fight or flight" response and ties directly to the Base Chakra's survival 

drive.  

 

This Chakra is related to the gonads in males. 

 

 

SACRAL CHAKRA 

The ovaries control sexual development and egg creation as well as controlling the levels of 

oestrogen and progesterone.  

 

The potential for life in the ovaries is mirrored in the drives of the Sacral Chakra. 

 

The energies of the ovaries link with the Sacral Chakra. 

 

 

STOMACH/NAVEL/SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA 

The pancreas secretes substances for the digestion of food, such as insulin. 

 

When this Chakra is over stimulated it can cause problems with excess blood sugar, the major 

cause of diabetes. 

 

An under stimulated stomach Chakra can lead to ulcers.  
 

HEART CHAKRA 

The thymus is located above the heart and produces lymphocytes, which form a vital part of the 

body's immune response.  

 

This quality relates the thymus to the healing properties of the Heart Chakra. 

 

The healing promoted by this Chakra links it to the thymus.  
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THROAT CHAKRA 

On either side of the larynx is the thyroid, producing thyroxine, 

which controls the rate at which the body converts food into useful 

energy. 

 

This is the area over which the Throat Chakra has dominance. 

 

The thyroid governs the rate of metabolism in the body. 

 

BROW/THIRD EYE CHAKRA 

Near the base of the skull is the pituitary gland, which releases hormones influencing body 

chemistry. 

 

The spiritual energies of the Brow Chakra are reflected in the pituitary's influence on the whole 

body. 

 

This Chakra works with the pituitary gland in the body. 
 

CROWN CHAKRA 

The pineal gland lies deep within the brain and produces melatonin.  

 

This hormone affects the other glands in the endocrine system and mirrors the Crown Chakra's 

relationship with the other Chakra's. 

 

This gland and Chakra hold sway over the entire system.  
 

By understanding the association between the Chakra's and the glands you can see how Healing 

can benefit a multitude of illnesses affecting your  mental, emotional, physical and spiritual well-

being. 

 

 

The image on the left is showing how the chakras are like the petals of flowers that open and 

close.  
 

Your consciousness, your experience of being, represents everything it is possible for you to 

experience. All of your senses, all of your perceptions, all of your possible states of awareness, 

can be divided into seven categories and each of these categories can be associated with a 

particular Chakra.  

 

Thus, the Chakras represent not only particular parts of your physical body but also particular 

parts of your consciousness. When you feel tension in your consciousness, you feel it in the 

Chakra associated with the part of your consciousness experiencing the stress and in the parts 

of the physical body associated with that Chakra. 
 

When there is tension in a particular part of your consciousness and therefore in the Chakra 

associated with that part of your consciousness, the tension is detected by the nerves of the 
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plexus associated with that Chakra and communicated to the parts of the body controlled by 

that Plexus.  

 

When the tension continues over a period of time or reaches a particular degree of intensity, the 

person creates a symptom on the physical level. Again, the symptom serves to communicate to 

the person through their body what they have been doing to themselves in their consciousness.  
 

When the person changes something about their way of being, they are able to release the 

stress that had been creating the symptom and they are then able to return to their natural 

state of balance and good health.  

 

Everything begins with your consciousness. Everything that happens in your life and everything 

that happens in your body, begins with something happening in your consciousness.  
 

Your consciousness, your experience of being, who you really are, is energy. We can call it "life 

energy" for now. This energy does not just live in your brain, it fills your entire body. Your 

consciousness is connected to every cell in your body.  

 

Through your consciousness, you can communicate with every cell in your body. Through your 

consciousness you can communicate with every organ and every tissue.  A number of therapies 

are based on this communication with the organs which have been affected by some kind of 

symptom or disorder. 
 

This energy which is your consciousness and which reflects your state of consciousness, can be 

measured through the process known as Kirlian Photography.  

(see additional help page). 
 

When you take a Kirlian Photograph of your hand, it shows a certain pattern of energy. If you 

take a second photograph while imagining that you are sending Love and energy to someone 

you know, there will be a different pattern of energy shown on the Kirlian Photograph. 

 

Thus, we can see that a change in your consciousness creates a change in the energy field that 

is being photographed, which we call the Aura.  

 

This energy field shown in the Kirlian Photographs has been quantified, so that when there are 

"holes" in particular parts of the energy field, these are said to correspond to particular 

weaknesses in specific parts of the physical body.  

 

The interesting thing about this is that the weakness shows up in the energy field before there is 

ever any evidence of it on the physical level. 
 

Thus, we have an interesting direction of manifestation shown through what we have described: 

 

a/ A change of consciousness creates a change in the energy field. 

b/ A change in the energy field happens before a change in the physical body. 
 

The direction of manifestation is from the consciousness, through the energy field to the 

physical body.  
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When we look at things this way, we see that it is not the physical body creating the energy 

field, the Aura, but rather the Aura or energy field that is creating the physical body. What we 

see as the physical body is the end result of a process that begins with the consciousness. 

 

Energy Healing can Realign, unblock and balance your Chakras. This provides Healing on an 

emotional, physical and spiritual level which ultimately leads to better health, a better state of 

well being.  
 

Try the Chakra Test site below to see how your energy centres are presently functioning. 

 

www.eclecticenergies.com/chakras/chakratest.php 

 

Have a try of this meditation video to clear and balance the Chakras. 
 

http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=qs_DuZigRzY  

http://www.the-race-movie.com/   
 

Permission is granted to copy & redistribute the non © written information on this 
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